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Hi and welcome to the Attraction Marketing Formula funnel overview. Inside you’ll get a “behind the 

scenes” look at what we are doing with our Attraction Marketing Formula (AMF) ebook and how we are 

using it (in conjunction with the traffic methods we discuss in “The Traffic Playbook” to generate tons of 

leads and even get PAID to generate those leads). 

So let’s start at the beginning, the “capture page.” 

 

The target market is frustrated network marketers who are sick and tired of the “traditional forms” of 

prospecting including cold calling, the “3-foot rule” and harassing family and friends. 

This specific capture page was designed to be used in conjunction with PPV. 

Right after they opt in, they are presented with a real “one-time offer” which is a huge discount on the 

ebook,(72% discount) that is ONLY good for 45 minutes.  

See below. 

http://www.attractionmarketingformula.com/
http://www.thetrafficplaybook.com/
http://www.attractionmarketingformula.com/wantmoremlmleads/
http://www.attractionmarketingformula.com/?uo-offer=getamf
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Notice the timer (44 minutes & 58 seconds in the screenshot above), this is an actual timer and when 

the clock hits 0, it redirects people to our evergreen salespage where folks can get AMF for $47. (See 

below.) 

http://www.attractionmarketingformula.com/letter/
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Notice the timer is gone and the price is now $47 (instead of the one-time special offer of $27). 

At any point, when the visitor tries to exit the salespage, a popup appears: 
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This popup takes folks to a special salespage that offers a $1 trial for 7 days (before folks are billed the 

remaining of the $47 price point). 

http://www.attractionmarketingformula.com/getamf/
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Also, as part of the autoreponder sequence, on day 11, they are presented with a special 24 hour offer 

where they can get AMF for actually now only $17. This email ONLY goes out to folks who have not 

already bought a copy of AMF so only those folks get to see this special offer: 

http://www.attractionmarketingformula.com/?uo-offer=special
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And this is our Attraction Marketing Formula sales funnel in a nutshell! 

The revenue we generate from the sales of Attraction Marketing Formula helps cover the cost of our 

advertising. And from that, we get leads we can call to prospect for our MLM opportunity (and to setup 

a co-op with our team).  

Furthermore, we are building a list of people who are interested in generating leads online which allows 

us to promote info products to them (this is part of the self-funded proposal philosophy covered in 

AMF… how to get folks to pay you even if they NEVER join your team.) 
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Hope this has been insightful. I strongly encourage you to walk through the entire sales process, link by 

link, and even purchase a copy of AMF (because it’s that awesome) just so you can experience the entire 

process yourself. 

Finally, if you are interested in the traffic generation methods we employ to send folks to this funnel, 

then you’ll definitely want to check out “The Traffic Playbook,” where we reveal our entire traffic 

playbook (the exact same strategies we employ ourselves). 

Hope you’ve enjoyed this, and if so, please find us on our Attraction Marketing Formula Facebook 

fanpage. 

 

See you on our Facebook page! 

Raymond Fong & Ferny Ceballos 

http://www.thetrafficplaybook.com/
http://www.facebook.com/attractionmarketingformula
http://www.facebook.com/attractionmarketingformula

